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Labyrinthine Structure with Subwavelength and Broadband Sound Insulation
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In this text, the combination of spiral structure and zigzag channels is introduced to design labyrinthine structures, in which sound waves can propagate alternately in the clockwise and counterclockwise directions. Finite element method and S-parameter retrieval method are used to calculate band structures, effective parameters, and transmission properties of the structures. The influences of different structural parameters on their acoustic properties are also studied. These results show labyrinthine structures have multiple bandgaps in the range of 0 Hz–1000 Hz, and the proportion of bandgaps exceeds 33%, which indicates labyrinthine structures have good broadband properties. The normalized frequency of the lowest bandgaps is far smaller than 1, which indicates the structures take good control of sound waves on subwavelength scale. Combining units with different structural parameters can achieve better sound insulation. This research provides a new kind of space-coiling structure for low-frequency and broadband sound waves control, which have excellent application prospects.

1. Introduction

Noise is ubiquitous in the modern world and causes considerable trouble in daily life, particularly in the range of 0 Hz–1000 Hz [1]. In order to control the noise effectively, a very large scale structure is usually needed according to the mass density law, but this is not practical for engineering applications. Therefore, controlling low-frequency noise remains a challenging problem.

Locally resonant acoustic metamaterials provide a new way to control sound waves. These materials can break the restrictions of the mass density law and cause low-frequency sound waves to be attenuated effectively on the subwavelength scale, which show that these materials have promising application prospects [2–19]. To control sound waves effectively within the range of 0 Hz to 1000 Hz using the small size structural units, researchers have carried out extensive study into the acoustic properties of locally resonant acoustic metamaterials. Liu et al. prepared a locally resonant phononic crystal with negative mass density, and a 2 cm thick sheet consisting of the unit attenuates the acoustic wave at 400 Hz effectively [2]. Yang et al. prepared a simpler structure composed of membrane acoustic metamaterials. Within 100 Hz–1000 Hz, this structure can break the mass density law by 200 times and realize total reflection at the antiresonance frequency. By coupling membrane acoustic metamaterials with different resonance frequencies, it is also possible to realize broadband acoustic control [8, 9]. Using finite element calculations and impedance tube testing, Naify et al. carried out research into the influence of additional mass and membrane preloading on acoustic properties of membrane acoustic metamaterials and then designed an annular membrane acoustic metamaterial with broadband properties [12–14]. Membrane acoustic metamaterials can control sound waves in the range of 0 Hz–1000 Hz, but the membrane thickness is very small and the rigidity of the structure is low. Due to those, any subtle change in material prestress will cause the change of resonance frequency, this leads to acoustic performance instability for the membrane acoustic metamaterial and increases
the difficulty of controlling low-frequency sound waves. In addition, locally resonant acoustic metamaterials can only control low-frequency sound waves at the resonance frequency and the bandgap is also narrow. To realize broadband sound wave control, it is necessary to couple resonant units with different resonance frequencies, which increases the structural complexity.

To achieve better control of low-frequency and broadband acoustic waves, researchers introduce the space-coiling method into acoustic metamaterials and design acoustic metamaterials with high refractive indexes, multiple vibration modes, and extraordinary acoustic properties, thus providing a new method to achieve broadband control of acoustic waves with a single structural unit. The extraordinary properties of these space-coiling acoustic metamaterials have attracted extensive research attention. A series of studies have been carried out on sound insulation using space-coiling acoustic metamaterials in low- and broadband frequency ranges. Cheng et al. proposed a space-coiling metasurface with a high refractive index based on the Mie-resonance properties, which can realize total reflection of low-frequency sound waves. Man et al. introduced self-similar fractal theory into the design of space-coiling acoustic metamaterials and prepared self-similar fractal acoustic metamaterials, which can control low-frequency and broadband sound waves easily. Song et al. prepared a Hilbert fractal structure and performed theoretical calculations and experimental tests on this structure. They found that their structure could attenuate sound waves effectively in the 225 Hz–1175 Hz frequency range, thus effectively controlling the low-frequency sound waves. These results show that space-coiling structures can achieve better control of low-frequency and broadband sound waves in 0 Hz–1000 Hz compared with locally resonant acoustic metamaterials. At present, researchers mainly use zigzag channels, self-similar fractal structures, and spiral structures to design the space-coiling structures. The results show different metamaterials with a variety of extraordinary acoustic properties. However, there has been little research to date on a combination of different structures.

In this paper, the combination of spiral structure and zigzag channels is introduced to design labyrinthine structures. The labyrinthine structures with different numbers of folds are built up and their bandgaps and transmission properties are studied. The results show the new designed labyrinthine structures contain more bandgaps than previous designs and they can also realize better control of the low-frequency and broadband sound waves in 0 Hz to 1000 Hz.

2. Structural Design

In contrast to traditional zigzag channels, self-similar fractal structures, and spiral structures, we introduce a combination of spiral structure and zigzag channels into the unit design, in which sound waves can propagate clockwise and counterclockwise alternately. To explore the effects of the transmission path on the acoustic properties of the labyrinthine structure, labyrinthine structural units with four, six, and eight time folds are designed, as illustrated in Figures 1(a)–1(c), where \( a (a = 72 \text{ mm}) \) is the lattice constant of the labyrinthine structural unit, \( d (d = 3 \text{ mm}) \) is the width of the transmission channel, \( t (t = 1 \text{ mm}) \) is the thickness of the diaphragm, and the arrow indicates the sound wave transmission direction. To explore the effects of the acoustic channel width on the acoustic properties of the labyrinthine structure, six-times-folded labyrinthine structure units with acoustic channel widths of 2 mm, 4 mm, and 5 mm are designed, as shown in Figure 1(d)–1(f). The figure shows that the acoustic wave will rotate multiple times in the structure and that its transmission path is several times longer than the straight-line path; this causes the labyrinthine structure have a high equivalent refractive index, meaning that the structure has extraordinary acoustic properties.

3. Band Structure Calculations

To enable further study of the effects of the structural parameters on the acoustic properties, such as the number of folds and the width of acoustic channels, finite element method and Comsol software are adopted to calculate the band structure of the labyrinthine structures. The individual units are arranged in space in the form of a square lattice structure, and the lattice cell size is \( a_1 (a_1 = 76 \text{ mm}) \). The Floquet–Bloch periodic boundary conditions are applied at the boundaries of the structural units. The wave vector \( k \) is scanned along the irreducible Brillouin zone, and the values of the characteristic frequency \( w \) corresponding to different wave vectors \( k \) are obtained. Thus, the dispersion relation \( \omega(k) \) can be used to represent the band structure, and the results of the calculations are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2(a) shows the calculation results of the four-times-folded labyrinthine acoustic metamaterial. The figure shows that the structure has four omnidirectional bandgaps, which are [228.95 Hz–325.65 Hz], [353.34 Hz–491.11 Hz], [628.03 Hz–729.52 Hz], and [906.78 Hz–937.53 Hz]. In the frequency range of 0 Hz–1000 Hz, the omnidirectional bandgaps account for 36.67% of the total range. Figure 2(b) shows the calculation results of the six-times-folded labyrinthine acoustic metamaterial. The figure shows that there are five omnidirectional bandgaps present in the structure, which are [186.92 Hz–273.06 Hz], [313.12 Hz–371.42 Hz], [455.64 Hz–609.95 Hz], [622.2 Hz–651.9 Hz], and [830.67 Hz–878.05 Hz]. In the frequency range of 0 Hz–1000 Hz, the omnidirectional bandgaps account for 37.58% of the total range. Figure 2(c) shows the calculation results of the eight-times-folded labyrinthine acoustic metamaterial. The figure shows that there are six omnidirectional bandgaps in this structure, which are [151.77 Hz–248.97 Hz], [290.05 Hz–301.82 Hz], [438.95 Hz–527.23 Hz], [549.4 Hz–582.12 Hz], [704.21 Hz–788.46 Hz], and [830.75 Hz–850.3 Hz]. In the frequency range of 0 Hz–1000 Hz, the omnidirectional bandgaps account for 33.38% of the total range. These results show that, as the number of folds increases, causing the effective transmission path increases, the frequency range of the lowest bandgap gradually decreases in tandem, and the structure will then exhibit better low-frequency properties.
Figure 1: Labyrinthine structure units. (a) Four-times-folded labyrinthine structure unit. (b) Six-times-folded labyrinthine structure unit. (c) Eight-times-folded labyrinthine structure unit. (d) Six-times-folded labyrinthine structural unit with sound channel width of 2 mm. (e) Six-times-folded labyrinthine structural unit with sound channel width of 4 mm. (f) Six-times-folded labyrinthine structural unit with sound channel width of 5 mm.

Figure 2: Continued.
In the eight-times-folded labyrinthine structure in particular, the normalized frequency \( \frac{f_{\text{th}}}{c} \) is within the range of 0.034–0.056, which is far less than 1, thus indicating that the labyrinthine structure can achieve better subwavelength sound wave control. In addition, the omnidirectional bandgaps of the labyrinthine structures with different numbers of folds account for more than 33% of the frequency range from 0 Hz–1000 Hz, which has higher proportion than mentioned in the space-coiling acoustic metamaterials built with zigzag channels and Hilbert fractal structures, particularly in the case of the six-times-folded labyrinthine structure. Its omnidirectional bandgaps account for 37.58% of the frequency of interest, indicating that this labyrinthine structure has good broadband sound insulation properties.

Figure 2(d) shows the calculation results for the six-times-folded labyrinthine acoustic metamaterial with the sound channel width of 2 mm. There are six omnidirectional bandgaps in this structure, which are [172.18 Hz–229.91 Hz], [251.5 Hz–347.53 Hz], [398.13 Hz–525.86 Hz], [576.61 Hz–600.27 Hz], [768.36 Hz–796.17 Hz], and [949.29 Hz–964.22 Hz]. In the frequency range of 0 Hz–1000 Hz, the omnidirectional bandgaps account for 34.79% of the range. Figure 2(e) shows the calculation results for the six-times-folded labyrinthine acoustic metamaterial with the sound channel width of 4 mm. There are five omnidirectional bandgaps in this structure, which are [199.73 Hz–323.38 Hz], [360.24 Hz–395.1 Hz], [544.2 Hz–659.86 Hz], [702.75 Hz–722.78 Hz], and [918.11 Hz–989.55 Hz]. In the frequency range of 0 Hz–1000 Hz, the omnidirectional bandgaps account for 36.56% of the range. Figure 2(f) presents the calculation results for the six-times-folded labyrinthine acoustic metamaterial with the sound channel width of 5 mm. There are four omnidirectional bandgaps in this structure, which are [208.59 Hz–368.87 Hz], [392.94 Hz–417.48 Hz], [628.56 Hz–736.45 Hz], and [793.59 Hz–842.87 Hz]. In the frequency range of 0 Hz–1000 Hz, the omnidirectional bandgaps account for 34.20% of the range. These results indicate that, as the acoustic channel width narrows, the frequency range of the lowest bandgap decreases gradually and the six-times-folded labyrinthine acoustic metamaterials with different acoustic channel widths show good low-frequency and broadband sound insulation properties. The research results above show that adjustment of the structural parameters, including the number of folds and width of the acoustic channel, modulates the bandgap frequency range of the structure effectively. The proposed labyrinthine structure possesses good low-frequency and broadband acoustic properties, which means it has bright application prospects for the subwavelength acoustic wave control.

4. Calculation of Equivalent Parameters

As part of the calculation of the band structure, based on a six-times-folded labyrinthine structure with the sound channel width of 3 mm, the effects of different numbers of folds and sound channel widths on the acoustic properties are studied. To enable further exploration of the bandgap generation mechanism of the labyrinthine structure, the effective mass density \( \rho_{\text{eff}} \) and the effective bulk modulus \( B_{\text{eff}} \) of the structure are calculated using the S-parameter retrieval method [37], and the expressions are as follows:

\[
\rho_{\text{eff}} = \varepsilon \times n, \tag{1}
\]

\[
B_{\text{eff}} = \frac{\varepsilon}{n}, \tag{2}
\]

where \( \varepsilon \) is the equivalent impedance and \( n \) is the effective refractive index, and these parameters can be calculated as follows:
structures have multiple bandgaps. The calculated results for transmission properties above show labyrinthine structures have broadband sound insulation properties. By superimposing structural elements with different parameters, the frequency ranges of the peak transmission loss can be widened effectively and better broadband sound wave control can be achieved. In addition, the normalized frequency at the first transmission loss peak for all structural units is less than 0.056, which is much smaller than 1, and the structure can also achieve better broadband sound insulation. To achieve better broadband sound insulation, structural units with different numbers of folds and sound channel widths are combined and their transmission properties are obtained, which are shown in Figures 5 and 6.

Figure 5(a) shows the transmission loss of four- and eight-times-folded labyrinthine structure units. This result shows labyrinthine structures provide good broadband sound insulation performance in the frequency ranges of [150 Hz–350 Hz], [375 Hz–655 Hz], and [675 Hz–845 Hz]. When compared with structural units with identical structural units, the superposition of structural units can widen the frequency range of the transmission loss peaks effectively and achieve better broadband sound insulation. Figures 5(b)–5(d) show the calculated sound pressure level distributions of these structural units at 190 Hz, 500 Hz, and 800 Hz, respectively. It can be seen from these figures that the structures can achieve 60 dB, 38.5 dB, and 53 dB attenuation at corresponding frequencies.

Figure 6(a) shows the transmission losses of the structural units with sound channel widths of 3 mm–5 mm superimposed. In this structure, the transmission loss exceeds 10 dB. In the frequency range of 0 Hz–1000 Hz, the proportion of the transmission loss peak can reach 65%. This structure can achieve better broadband sound insulation. In addition, compared with the structure with identical width, the method of superimposing structural units with different sound channel widths can broaden the frequency ranges of the transmission loss peak effectively. Figures 5(b)–5(d) show the calculated sound pressure level distributions of these structural units at 195 Hz, 555 Hz, and 835 Hz, respectively. The figures show that these structures can achieve attenuation of 49 dB, 60 dB, and 47 dB at corresponding frequencies.

5. Calculation of Transmission Properties

The calculation results for band structure and effective parameters indicate that the labyrinthine structures have good low-frequency and broadband properties. To study the acoustic properties of these structures further, transmission properties of labyrinthine structural units for different numbers of folds and acoustic channel widths are calculated. Transmission properties of three identical structural units are calculated firstly, and results are shown in Figure 4. There are multiple transmission loss peaks in the 0 Hz–1000 Hz frequency range, which agree well with frequency ranges of bandgaps. The calculation results also show that the positions of transmission loss peaks vary with the adjustment of structural parameters, including the number of folds and width of the acoustic channels. To achieve better broadband sound insulation, structural units with different numbers of folds and sound channel widths are combined and their transmission properties are obtained, which are shown in Figures 5 and 6.

Figure 3: (a) Calculation results for the transmission coefficient. (b) Calculation results for the effective mass density. (c) Calculation results for the effective bulk modulus.

\[
\varepsilon = \frac{\pm \sqrt{(R^2 - T^2 - 1)^2 - 4T^2}}{1 - 2R + R^2 - T^2},
\]

\[
n = \frac{-\log(([1 - R^2 + T^2 + r])/(2T)) + 2\pi m}{kd},
\]

where \(R\) is the reflection coefficient and \(T\) is the transmission coefficient. Finite element method is used to calculate the transmission and reflection coefficients of the structure, and the calculated results are shown in Figure 3(a). By introducing these transmission and reflection coefficients into equations (3) and (4), the equivalent impedance and the effective refractive index of the structure can then be calculated. Subsequently, solving equations (1) and (2) simultaneously, the effective mass density and the effective bulk modulus of the structure can be obtained, with results as shown in Figures 3(b) and 3(c), respectively. The calculation results show that the effective bulk modulus of the structure is negative within the frequency ranges of \([190 \text{ Hz}–250 \text{ Hz}]\), \([330 \text{ Hz}–390 \text{ Hz}]\), \([455 \text{ Hz}–630 \text{ Hz}]\), \([651 \text{ Hz}–711 \text{ Hz}]\), and \([831 \text{ Hz}–896 \text{ Hz}]\); similarly, in the frequency ranges of \([285 \text{ Hz}–325 \text{ Hz}]\) and \([619 \text{ Hz}–631 \text{ Hz}]\), the effective mass density of the structure is also negative. The labyrinthine structures have multiple negative effective parameter frequency ranges, which are the reason why the structures have multiple bandgaps.
Figure 4: (a)–(c) Transmission losses of four-to eight-times-folded labyrinthine acoustic metamaterials. (d)–(f) Transmission losses of six-times-folded labyrinthine acoustic metamaterials with widths of 2 mm, 4 mm, and 5 mm.

Figure 5: (a) Transmission loss of four-to eight-times-folded labyrinthine structure units. (b)–(d) Sound pressure level distributions at 190 Hz, 500 Hz, and 800 Hz, respectively.

Figure 6: (a) Transmission loss of structural unit with sound channel widths of 3 mm–5 mm superimposed. (b)–(d) Sound pressure level distributions at 195 Hz, 555 Hz, and 835 Hz, respectively.
subwavelength acoustic wave control. The labyrinthine structures have good low-frequency and broadband acoustic properties and provide a new kind of structure to achieve effective control of sound waves in the 0 Hz–1000 Hz frequency range.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, the combination of spiral structure and zigzag channels is introduced to design labyrinthine structures, in which sound waves can propagate clockwise and counterclockwise alternately. Excellent low-frequency and broadband properties in the 0 Hz–1000 Hz frequency range are shown through calculating and analyzing band structures, effective parameters, and transmission properties of these structures. These structures also have negative effective parameters in the frequency ranges of bandgaps, which are the reasons of the formation for these bandgaps. In these bandgaps, sound waves cannot propagate, thus producing multiple high transmission loss peaks. By superimposing structural units with different parameters, the frequency range of transmission loss peaks can be broadened effectively and better broadband acoustic wave control can be realized. In addition, the normalized frequencies of the first transmission loss peaks for all structural units are less than 0.056, which are much smaller than 1, meaning these structures can also achieve subwavelength sound waves control. These results present above show labyrinthine structures have good low-frequency and broadband sound insulation properties, thus providing a new kind of space-coiling to achieve effective sound wave control in the 0 Hz–1000 Hz frequency range, which have bright prospects for use in practical applications.
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